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CABLE MANAGEMENT
CABLE TRAYS
The Lavoro range of cable trays and baskets  
is designed to keep the working area tidy and  
clutter free.

Advance Cable Tray 
This can be fitted directly to the frame of the Advance, 
Zero, Cromo, Forge, Mini and Duo or top fixed to all 
other desk ranges. Telescopically adjustable in length, 
this Cable Tray is manufactured from heavy gauge 
steel and is hinged to enable easy access to wiring and 
sockets. Optional End caps are available to ensure a 
neat finish when the desk is placed at the end of a run.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Dimensions L 980-1715mm W (internal) 130mm D (internal) 90mm
Telescopic to suit all desks Yes
Fixes directly to frame Yes
Suitable for all Advance and Duo desks Yes

ADVANCE CABLE TRAY
Black BCT/ADV
End Caps BCTC

ADVANCE CABLE TRAY
White WCT/ADV
End Caps WCTC

PRODUCT DETAILS
Fixes directly into underside of desk top Yes
Suitable for all Lavoro desks Yes
900mm PWY/900

ADVANCE CABLE TRAY
Raw Steel CT/FOR
End Caps FCTC

ADVANCE CABLE TRAY
Anthracite ACT/ADV
End Caps ACTC

PATHWAY CABLE TRAY
Available to fit all Lavoro desks, this one-piece wire 
Cable Tray is easily fixed directly to the desktop  
with woodscrews through the integral brackets.

ADVANCE CABLE TRAY
Silver SCT/ADV
End Caps SCTC
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CABLE CLIPS - 4 Pack
Grey GCC 

CABLE TIDY PORT
White CP/WHI 

CABLE TIDY PORT
Grey CP/GRY

CABLE TIDY PORT
Black CP/BLA

CABLE MANAGEMENT
PORTS & CLIPS
Cable Ports are a great option to manage cable routing 
and access through the desktop. Specified to the client’s 
needs, these can be situated in any position within the 
desktop and are CNC drilled in our factory, allowing a 
truly bespoke offering, well suited in conjunction with 
our range of Cable Management Trays.

Cable Tidy Ports are designed to fit into the industry 
standard 80mm diameter port holes and are 
manufactured in ABS for durability, with a sliding  
cover to enhance appearance. 

Cable Clips are an excellent way of keeping excess 
wiring tidy. Easily fitted to the underside of the desktop 
of frame with adhesive pads, they are of large capacity 
to enable neat cable routing.

CABLE SPINES
An added aid to maintaining tidiness and the sharp 
appearance of the desk, these Cable Spines are fully 
adjustable to accommodate to any height adjustable 
desk of up to 1300mm, with removable segments to 
accommodate any desk height. With a weighted base, 
this spine will stay in place under all conditions.

CABLE SPINE
White WCS/PRO

CABLE SPINE
Silver SCS/PRO

CABLE SPINE
Black  BCS/PRO
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